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this fileset contains zemax files related to the manuscript entitled comparative analysis of imaging
configurations and objectives for fourier microscopy by jonathan a. kurvits, mingming jiang, and

rashid zia. specifically, it includes multi-configuration zemax files that allow for the comparison of
different fourier microscopy imaging configurations as well as zemax lens files and lens catalogs for

microscope objectives and tube lenses, as inferred from the following published patents:
zemax(kirkland, wa; www.zemax.com ) contrast optimization in opticstudio. contrast optimization is
a capability in zemax opticstudio version 17 and later that speeds modulation-transfer-function (mtf)
optimization by a factor of 10, and sometimes much more. it provides a fast estimate of the mtf by
targeting the best mtf response at desired spatial frequencies directly, instead of calculating the full
mtf. it is based on a simple calculation of the wavefront difference between two rays in the exit pupil

of an optical system. hi, i have a zenith with the zemax opticstudio version ver.15 sp1 13, my
oscilator works fine but the application does not work anymore, when i try to start the application it
says: "the application cannot be started". what do you suggest me to do? can you help me please?
thanks a lot marco i'm running opticstudio with a 16gb ram computer and an intel i5-7300hq cpu

with a zemax g8-plus, and i'm using opticstudio version 190315. i'm trying to use the curve inversion
feature, and it isn't working. the curve inversion button is grayed out, and when i try to click on it, i

get an error message saying "error: unable to invert closed curve. not all control points found." when
i try to close the curve, i get an error message saying "error: unable to close curve." is there a way to

use curve inversion with opticstudio?
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the user extension for rcwa-based surface-relief grating modeling, srg_trapezoid_rcwa.dll, can be
visualized in opticstudio. more information about this functionality can be found in the

knowledgebase article simulating diffraction efficiency of surface-relief grating using the rcwa
method. the user extension for rcwa-based surface-relief grating modeling,

srg_gridwirepolarizer_rcwa.dll, can be visualized in opticstudio. more information about this
functionality can be found in the knowledgebase article simulating diffraction efficiency of surface-

relief grating using the rcwa method. the user extension for rcwa-based surface-relief grating
modeling, srg_step_rcwa.dll, can be visualized in opticstudio. more information about this

functionality can be found in the knowledgebase article simulating diffraction efficiency of surface-
relief grating using the rcwa method. one of the most difficult aspects of generating a micro-optics

file is in generating a perfect specular element. this is due to the fact that a perfectly specular
surface is really only a combination of very large and small diffractive elements that can only be

modeled by simulating the entire specular surface and then manually optimizing the element. the
level of detail required for this procedure is very high and is impractical to a large portion of the user

base. in order to allow for a streamlined but still highly effective method of generating a perfect
specular element, the zemax developers have introduced a new surface type - a perfect spec
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surface. the perfect spec surface mimics a perfect specular surface.this surface has a very steep
slope, or "flatten-out", that is a large value in the merit function. the merit function is used by the
optimization to calculate the level of detail of the surface. a large merit function value will indicate

that the surface is flat, or completely specular, and a small merit function value will indicate that the
surface is very detailed.the value of the merit function is adjusted in zemax by increasing or

decreasing the "flatten-out" of the surface.zemax provides the ability to set the level of detail of the
surface via the current output tab. this is done by adjusting the "flatness" or "depth" values in the

surface options dialog. 5ec8ef588b
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